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and stewardship throughout 
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of  healthy salt marsh can absorb 
1.5 million gallons of  flood water

in the 52 communities in our watershed from 1990-2015



"Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does anything 
about it." This quote is attributed to Mark Twain, and it sums up 

the humility we all need to embrace when we talk about the theme 
of this issue—extreme weather events. We will explore how weather 
can influence flora and fauna and ecosystem services like nutrient 
processing in Great Bay, and how reserves around the country 
prepare for, monitor, and bounce back from hurricanes, wildfires, 
and nor’easters. As an organization that fosters a connection to the 

natural world, weather provides a great example of how interconnected earth's systems are (water, 
air, biological, chemical) and demonstrates firmly that humans are a part of this network. We do not 
control it, we do not direct it, we prepare the best we can and adapt when we need to—just like plants 
and animals do. Some forests rely on fire disturbance to release the seeds in their pinecones, and several 
species of frogs and flowers only show up after a hard rain in the desert. Patterns of weather in our 
region continually influence our lives, be it the architecture of our homes, the design of our roads, or 
our daily routines. However, due to climate change, the frequency and intensity of storms is predicted 
to increase. This will have profound effects not only on our lives and the infrastructure we rely on, 
but on the temperature and chemistry of rivers and streams, erosion and turbidity in our waters, the 
distribution of native and non-native species, and the influx of pollutants via storm water.  Although 
we cannot do anything about the weather, we can work toward a future that fosters adaptation in the 
natural world, builds community support networks, and recognizes that the 100-year storm is coming 
a lot more frequently.

Great Bay National Estuarine 
Research Reserve (GBNERR) is 
an estuary comprised of 7,300 
acres of tidal waters and 2,935 
acres of coastal land. Acquired 

through land purchases and 
conservation easements, 
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October 3, 1989 to be 

preserved for the purposes 
of education, research, and 

resource protection.
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xtreme weather events come in 
all shapes and sizes, but most are 
linked by a common thread: water. 

Too much or too little water can drastically 
change our environment. Whether it’s a 
hurricane with record rainfall totals or a 
drought that lasts 15 months, as was the 
case in New Hampshire between June 

2020 and August 2021, extreme weather 
events alter the amount and the frequency 
by which we receive freshwater. Disruption 
of the water cycle can have cascading 
consequences for our ecosystems and our 
communities. The flow of water through 
the water cycle drives the replenishment 
of groundwater aquifers, the delivery of 

nutrients to coastal ecosystems, and the 
growth of plants across habitats, including 
salt marshes.  

Beneath the water’s surface lies the 
hidden gem of coastal ecosystems eelgrass 
(Zostera marina) meadows. The secret 
gardens of estuaries, these flowering 
perennial seagrasses can tolerate a wide 
range of conditions from changes in water 
level with the tides, temperature variations 
with the seasons, or salinity with the 
input of freshwater. This makes eelgrass 
perfectly suited to live in estuaries. Under 

Time series of drought conditions in New 
Hampshire, as a cumulative percentage 
of land area affected. Yellow indicates the 
percentage of land area that was abnormally 
dry, with the shades of red moving from 
moderate drought to exceptional drought.

Plot of salinity (practical salinity units) over 
time in the Great Bay Estuary. The ocean 
is typically 35 psu, while freshwater rivers 
usually are closer to 0 psu. The effect of the 
Mother’s Day flood is seen in May of 2006, 
where the estuary’s salinity dropped to 0 for 
about 2 weeks.

THE COMPLICATED DANCE OF DROUGHT ON COASTAL ECOSYSTEMS

E

WET  DRYOR
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ideal conditions, eelgrass can grow into 
dense meadows that provide a suite of ben-
efits to the organisms that inhabit the Bay 
and to the communities adjacent to the 
estuary. Eelgrass meadows produce oxygen, 
provide nursery habitat for juvenile fish, 
filter nitrogen, and improve water clarity 
by reducing turbidity. 

Extremes in weather can impact 
eelgrass meadows by driving estuarine 
conditions outside of their tolerance range. 
Even living underwater in a brackish 
environment, eelgrass is affected by the 
abrupt changes in the water cycle caused 
by extreme weather. Hurricanes, tropical 
storms, and even extended, slow-moving 
rainstorms, such as the Mother’s Day flood 
of 2006, can dramatically increase the 
volume and delivery rate of freshwater to 
coastal ecosystems. This can cause a higher 
rate of nutrient delivery to estuaries, 
resulting in algal blooms and the rapid 
growth of seaweed species (e.g., Gracilaria). 
Seaweed and phytoplankton shade out 
eelgrass meadows, resulting in the decline 
of this important estuarine habitat. The 
excess input of freshwater to estuaries also 
drives the salinity down, as in the case of 
the Mother’s Day flood. The slow-moving 
rainstorm delivered at least 10 inches of 
rain, resulting in the estuary’s salinity 
dropping below 5 practical salinity units 
(psu) for almost 2 weeks. This drop in 
salinity was well outside the range of tol-
erance for eelgrass, which spans between 
10 and 35 psu. For reference, the Gulf of 
Maine has a salinity of 35 psu. Low salinity 
levels can negatively affect the establish-
ment of eelgrass seeds and can result in the 
reduced distribution of eelgrass over time. 
Sometimes eelgrass can bounce back from 
acute stressor events, but what happens 
if the number of these extreme events 
increases over time? 

Extreme weather events can also have 
surprisingly positive effects on coastal eco-
systems. The NOAA National Integrated 

Right: Eelgrass meadow 
in the Great Bay Estuary, 
where periwinkle snails 
can be observed.

Bottom right: Healthy 
eelgrass meadow, spring 
2021.

Drought Information 
System reports that since 
2000, the longest drought 
in New Hampshire lasted 
63 weeks. In times of 
drought, less freshwater 
travels through coastal 
watersheds into estuaries. 
This reduction in fresh-
water input can lead to 
improved water quality, 
because there is less runoff 
contributing non-point-
source pollution of nitro-
gen. Reduction of nitrogen 
inputs to coastal ecosys-
tems can significantly 
reduce the amount of algal 
productivity. This benefits 
eelgrass meadows, since 
they have less competition 
from other species for 
light. In the case of Great 
Bay, anecdotal evidence 
from estuarine researchers 
indicates that eelgrass 
meadows were thriving in 
the summer of 2020 and spring of 2021. 
Eelgrass was found in parts of the estuary 
where it had been missing for years.  

More often, drought results in negative 
impacts on coastal ecosystems. Droughts 
often are observed during the summer 
months, resulting in a lack of freshwater 
and high temperatures. Dieback of 
eelgrass begins to occur at temperatures 
exceeding 74°F. Droughts and eelgrass 
meadows are thus entwined in a compli-
cated dance—balancing reduced nutrient 

loads and high temperatures.
When we think of extreme weather 

events, the impacts to our coastal habitats 
aren’t always at the forefront of our minds. 
Yet, our coastal systems provide a wealth 
of ecosystem services that can become 
threatened as extreme weather events 
increase in frequency and magnitude in 
the coming decades.

Anna Lowien, Margaret A. Davidson Fellow, 
GBNERR

WET  DRY
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Of the 29 reserves in our national 
system, 19 experienced a hurricane 

in the past ten years. Reserves in Texas, 
Puerto Rico, and the southeast were 
affected by Hurricanes Harvey, Maria, 
and Irma, which resulted in $165 billion 
in damage in 2017. The North Carolina 
NERR was involved with statewide 
efforts to remove 1.86 million pounds 
of debris and 73 abandoned vessels 
resulting from the force of Hurricane 
Florence (2018). And in Puerto Rico, the 
Jobos Bay Reserve provided much needed 
shelter for local community members 
during Hurricane Maria. Reserves are 
supported through the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
with help to develop and practice disaster 
plans so we will be ready to protect 
our assets and assist our communities 
when extreme weather events occur. 
Each reserve prepares for and responds 
when hurricanes, wildfires, and extreme 
floods touch our coastal places. Providing 
relied-upon training, technical assistance, 
and science to their local communities, 

reserves are also integral in helping 
our communities prepare for the next 
storm.  

Reserves are living laboratories where 
scientists study and protect natural fea-
tures that are front-line defenses against 
storm surge, protecting salt marshes, 
mangroves, oyster reefs, and other natural 
features that reduce flooding and erosion 
along the coasts. Through innovative 
research, reserves investigate how natural 
estuarine habitats can help mitigate storm 
impacts and how we can build engineered 
protection that mimics and incorporates 
natural systems. For example, New York’s 
Hudson River Reserve led a decade-long 
collaboration to: determine the ecological, 
engineering, and economic trade-offs of 
different approaches to shoreline stabili-
zation; demonstrate the effectiveness of 
nature-based solutions; and provide local 
communities with science-based infor-
mation on how to preserve the estuary’s 
natural functions. 

In addition to exploring how coastal 
habitats protect our communities, reserves 

also take the pulse of our coast, in good 
weather and in extreme weather. Reserves 
track the nation's changing estuaries 
through the System-Wide Monitoring 
Program (SWMP), a water quality, eco-
logical, and habitat monitoring program 
that is implemented the same way at each 
reserve and that has provided over 42 mil-
lion data points to scientists and coastal 
managers. These data provide a baseline 
of conditions to compare findings before, 
during, and after a storm. Using data from 
SWMP, the Delaware Reserve found that 
salinity changes caused by Hurricanes 
Joaquin and Matthew could persist for 
more than a month—critical information 
for communities that rely on recreational 
and commercial fisheries. The Southeast 
and Caribbean Reserves are developing 
Storm Stories, a timely new tool that 
reserves can use to tell the story of a 
hurricane and its impact through pictures, 
path maps, and SWMP data analyses and 
visualizations.

Through training programs, reserves 
share knowledge and science that com-

NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVES LIVE THROUGH EXTREME WEATHER 
EVENTS ALONGSIDE THE COMMUNITIES THEY ARE A PART OF
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Salinity and the American Lobster 
(Homarus americanus)

The Great Bay Estuary is home to a 
variety of species, all adapted in one way 
or another to deal with salt—too little or 
too much. The American lobster (Homarus 
americanus) is an important commercially 
harvested crustacean found in Atlantic 
coastal waters and estuaries from North 
Carolina to Maine. Lobsters typically have a 
long lifespan and can live to be 100 years or 
older and weigh into the 40-pound range.  

While the American lobsters are a hardy 
bunch, extreme weather can be challenging 
to the species. The preferred salinity for the 
American lobster is 15–32 ppt (parts per 
thousand). Salinity in Great Bay is typically 
around 20–30 ppt. However, snowmelt and 
rain in the spring lead to a drop in salinity, to 
12 ppt or lower. In periods of drought, salinity 
can climb to 33–35 ppt—that’s as salty as 
the ocean! 

Extreme weather events like flooding can 
completely alter salinity levels in the estuary. 
Over the past ten years, New Hampshire 
has encountered four major flooding events, 

Estuary Almanac including the Mother’s Day flood of 2006. It 
started as a storm and brought in heavy 
rainfall beginning May 13. Within a 
week, over a foot of rain had fallen. 
The total precipitation recorded in 
Greenland between May 10 and 17 
was 13.29 inches, dropping salinity 
levels to 0.3 ppt. 

During the Mother’s Day flood, it was 
reported that a large percentage of the 
female lobsters in the estuary moved 
toward the Gulf of Maine in search of 
saltier waters. The males, however, 
were not budging. It appears that 
lobsters have the ability to detect or 
sense salinity levels, and some studies 
suggest that the females have a higher 
energetic demand than the males, and thus 
are driven to move toward the ocean away 
from the nearly fresh waters brought on by 
extreme flooding.  

Even small changes in estuarine 
conditions can affect organisms in Great Bay, 
but most of the time estuarine species can 
handle these changes. However, extreme 
weather events driven by climate change are 
happening more and more frequently. These 
events can lead to severe and abrupt habitat Kelsey Hanson, Naturalist, GBNERR 

shifts that 
can take out 

populations not 
able to move or 

quickly adapt. Luckily, in 
this case, the lobsters were able 

to detect the salinity drop and leave before 
irreversible population decline occurred.

munities need to prepare for more 
frequent and intense storms. Five 
reserves in three regions partnered 
with NOAA to provide risk com-
munication training and technical 
assistance to help local communities 
advance resilience planning and haz-
ard management. As part of the St. 
Johns County’s “Mighty Mitigators,” 
Florida’s Guana Tolomato Matanzas 
Reserve identifies potential hazards, 
vulnerable people and infrastruc-
ture, and facilities necessary for 
maintaining the health and safety 
of residents before, during, and after 
a storm. Here in New Hampshire, 
we have held risk communication 
workshops and helped to co-host 

“The Sandy Dialogue,” a project that 
brought community leaders and 
outreach professionals from New 
Jersey to New England to share 
lessons learned from Hurricane 
Sandy. 

Across the country, reserves are 
trusted partners in minimizing the 
impacts of extreme weather events 
and recovery. Over 1.3 million acres 
of coast are protected through 
NERRS in order to advance the 
understanding of coastal systems, 
but these places and programs pro-
tect more than just the habitat they 
are a part of—they protect us all. 

Cory Riley, Manager, GBNERR
Hurricane Sandy as it approached the New Jersey coastline. By 
landfall, it had weakened to a tropical storm.
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On Saturday October 23, 

2021, Andrew Berwanger 

of Stratham, NH, received the 

highest attainable rank in the 

Boy Scouts of America. Only 

4% of children who start in 

the Scouting program reach 

the rank of Eagle Scout. 

Andrew’s Eagle Scout Court 

of Honor was held in the 

outside pavilion at the Great 

Bay Discovery Center with 

his family, scout troop, and 

several state dignitaries in 

attendance. Andrew rebuilt 

the birch bark–covered 

wigwam used to interpret the Squamscott 

People’s use of the resources found in and 

around Great Bay. He recorded over 750 

hours building the frame, harvesting birch 

bark with the help of the Forest Service, and 

sewing the bark onto the frame. In addition, 

he built several new benches to accommo-

date more students in the larger wigwam. 

Andrew also rebuilt the hide stretcher, 

weaving loom, and fish smoker used at the 

site. "The Center’s Cultural History program 

The Evelyn Browne Conservation 

Award was established in 1996 

to honor the memory of a remarkable 

woman who dedicated her life to 

protecting the Great Bay Estuary. 

This award is presented annually 

by the Great Bay National Estuarine 

Research Reserve to an individual(s) 

who has made a significant contri-

bution toward the protection and conservation of the Great Bay 

Estuary. The Reserve is pleased to announce that this year’s award 

goes to Ann Reid of Dover, NH.

Ann has shown her commitment to the Great Bay Estuary for 

more than forty years. Ann began her work in the 1980s toward 

EVELYN BROWNE CONSERVATION AWARD

Program News and Events from GBNERR

conserving and protecting the estuary, serving on the board of 

Directors of the Gulf of Maine and National Marine Educators 

Association, the Board of Trustees of the Great Bay Stewards, as 

well as the original Great Bay Trust. She was a University of New 

Hampshire Marine Docent for 24 years. Ann became the Director 

of Great Bay Coast Watch in 1989, working for 20 years on a 

citizen monitoring effort of over 20 sites to collect water quality 

data. During her work as Director, she was responsible for training 

and managing about 300 volunteers. Ann not only loved studying 

and protecting the Bay, she also spent decades taking photographs 

of the people, wildlife, and events held in its honor. Although 

most might not know this about Ann, she was also a member of a 

synchronized swimming club, showing her true love and dedication 

to water. Congratulations, Ann!

ATTAINING THE RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT:  
Andrew Berwanger achieves top honors after rebuilding wigwam

saw over 1,000 elementary school students 

on 3-hour field trips this past fall, and their 

experience here was enhanced tremendously 

by Andrew's hard work," said Beth Heckman, 

Assistant Education Coordinator at GBNERR. 

Thank you, Andrew!
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Come dressed and ready for some outside play and nature explora-
tion! Each class will begin outside at our nature playground. We will 
then move into the barn for a story, activities, crafts, and a snack. 
Classes are designed for a child and caregiver. $5 per child and $2 
per participating sibling. Pre-registration is required. Sign up online at 
greatbay.org.

January 6
“Bear Has a Story to Tell,” by Philip C. Stead  

January 13
“Hibernation Station,” by Michelle Meadows

January 20
“The Mitten,” by Jan Brett  

January 27
“Owl Moon,” by Jane Yolen

February 3
“A Garden for Groundhog,” by Lorna Ballan

February 10
“Secrets of Winter,” by Carron Brown

February 17
“Who’s Been Here—A Tale in Tracks,” by Fran Hodgkins

February 24
“Sugaring,” by Jessie Hass

March 3
“Not a Buzz to be Found—Insects in Winter,” by Linda Glaser

March 10
“Fort Building Time,” by Megan Wagner

March 17
“And Then It’s Spring,” by Julie Fogliano

March 24
“Wonderful Worms,” by Linda Glaser

March 31
“Who’s Nest,” by Guy Troughton

“Once Upon an Estuary”
For ages 2-5, 10:30 am - 11:30 am on select Thursdays 

in January, February, and March 

Early Release Bayventure Afternoons
Thursdays, January 13 & February 10

Let’s G.O.!  (Let’s Get Outside)
Do your kids prefer to play inside when it is cold 
out? How about writing “Get Outside” on your 
calendar? Natural landscapes in the outdoors 
provide rich, diverse, multisensory experiences for 
free play. Let our naturalists provide the oppor-
tunity for well-supervised but unstructured play 
around the Discovery Center. Bundle them up and 
send them outside with us. Sign up for one or 
both sessions.

Early Release Bayventure Afternoons 

run from 12:30 pm - 2:30 pm 

$20  l $5/sibling/program discount

February Vacation Bayventure Days 
Monday, February 28, Wednesday, March 2, or Friday, March 4

Animal Autographs
Join us as we look for animals and their “autographs” in different habitats 
around the Discovery Center...on snowshoes if we can. We will look for 
fisher, otter, and coyote tracks to name a few. Make a craft to take home.

Vacation Camp Bayventure Days 

run from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm 

$30 N/M  l $5/sibling/program discount

No School Bayventure Day
Tuesday, March 8

Syrup on Snow 
The ice is melting and the sap has started to flow! Join us for a day 
of maple sugaring, and experience how people through the ages have 
tapped trees. We will see and touch tree-tapping tools used by Native 
Americans, Colonists, and people today. Try sap straight from the tree, 
participate in our maple syrup taste test on pancakes for lunch, and make 
a craft to take home.

No School Bayventure Day 

runs from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm 

$30 N/M  l $5/sibling/program discount

2022 Winter Bayventure 
Program Schedule

Bayventure programs are for children in grades 1-6

For all Bayventure programs sign up online at greatbay.org

Great Bay Discovery Center Stroll & Story Hour

New to the Discovery Center education line-up this winter! Join Miss Natasha 

on select Tuesdays and Fridays at 9:30 am at the Great Bay Discovery 

Center for a FREE wintry walk and story. Each class will begin outside at our 

nature playground. No registration required. Appropriate for preschool-aged 

children and their caregiver. Visit greatbay.org for program dates.
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• Volunteer Educators: Help us teach 
students about the natural history 
of Great Bay. Spend time outside 
and connect kids to the Great Bay 
Estuary. Training is April 13, 9:30 
am – 4:00 pm. Lunch is provided, 
registration is required.

• Exhibit Room: Help visitors learn 
about Great Bay, hold a horseshoe 
crab, and more. Training is April 14, 
9:30 am - 12 pm.

 • Do you love to get outside? We have 
flexible opportunities beginning in 

In early December, Cory Riley, Manager of the Great Bay National 

Estuarine Research Reserve, was presented with The Gulf of 

Maine Council’s 2021 Visionary Award. This award is presented 

annually to an individual or organization within each of the five 

Gulf of Maine jurisdictions of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 

Maine, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. The Award recognizes 

innovation, creativity, and commitment to marine protection by 

businesses, environmental organizations, or individuals who are 

making a difference to the health of the Gulf of Maine.

The Gulf of Maine Council receives many nominations each 

year, but chose Riley for her outstanding accomplishments as 

manager of the Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve. 

“We particularly appreciate her collaborative approach to creating 

innovative environmental education, coastal training, research, and 

conservation initiatives that blend expert scientific knowledge with 

results-driven actions,” said Joan LeBlanc, Council Coordinator. 

“Her visionary leadership and personal dedication to protecting and 

restoring natural resources have made a lasting positive impact on 

achieving sustainability in the Great Bay Estuary and broader Gulf of 

Maine watershed," continued LeBlanc.   

The Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment, 

created in 1989 by the governments of Maine, Massachusetts, 

New Brunswick, New Hampshire, and Nova Scotia, works to foster 

environmental health and community well-being throughout the 

Gulf watershed.

A National Perspective: Cory Riley Receives Gulf of Maine 
                                Visionary Award

March, including phenology, gardening, 
watering crew, and more. Contact 
Melissa Brogle for more information.

 • If you are a corporate group or local 
organization looking to schedule small 
group outdoor workdays we would 
love to work with you. Contact Melissa 
Brogle to learn more.

Contact Melissa at melissa.brogle@
wildlife.nh.gov or 603-778-0015 
with questions or to be added to our 
volunteer list. 
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Even as I prepare my gardens 
for the winter and mark my 

driveway for the plow, I think about 
what reports from the Climate 
Adaptation Workgroup’s 2021 
Climate Summit had to say about 
our future. Indicators point to 
major snow and ice storms giving 
way to warmer winter rains and 
flooding. Summers will be marked 
by extended heat waves and periods 

of drought, punctuated by intermittent heavy rainstorms. Rising seas will 
redefine coastal shorelines.

As with many of the environmental challenges we face, however, there 
are always steps individuals can take when preparing for shifting weather 
patterns and the new variety of future extreme weather events. To prepare 
at home, weatherize to protect from rising temperatures. Use rain barrels 
for watering gardens, and consider a rain garden to prevent runoff into 
waterways. Service your septic system. Lower your home’s carbon footprint. 
Become a Tide Turner (find out more on our website). 

To adapt at the local level, encourage your town to create a comprehensive 
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Climate Action Plan to reduce vulnerability in preparation for extreme 
weather events and rising waters. (A shoutout to my hometown of Durham 
for starting this process.) Support the preservation of open, natural spaces 
locally. Preserving existing salt marshes and giving them room to migrate 
inland with sea level rise can create an energy-absorbing shield from storm 
surge and erosion, while preserving forested lands in urban areas can help 
soak up water, reducing sudden flows of runoff that lead to flash floods 
during heavy rains.

To mitigate at the state and national level, support any legislation that 
reduces the flow of heat-trapping greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and 
enhances carbon sinks such as forests and salt marshes. Of all you can do 
to control future extreme weather conditions, the urgent, repetitive political 
pressure is our most powerful tool to change our future into a habitable one.

Thinking about extreme weather is a reminder that we can all still make 
a difference, whether in our backyards or by speaking up on the state or 
national level. We appreciate all of our Stewards who care not only about 
Great Bay but also about environmental education, advocacy, and the future 
of our planet.

It’s a great time to make a difference,

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay 
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road, 
Greenland, NH 03840

PLEASE JOIN US!
All interested parties are cordially invited to become 
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay 
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

!

q Guardian $150           q Protector $75  
q Steward/Family $35    q Student $20    q Other $__________

Deb Alberts, Chair, Great Bay Stewards

name                                                                                               _____________                           

address                                                                          _____________                                             

town                                                                                         ____________                                  

state                                                                          zip              _________                                    

email                                                                                                         ___________                 

Environmental Challenges

Rain and a gloomy forecast gave 

way to a period of clear skies for 

our 23rd annual Great Bay 5K, with 

nearly 800 participants registering! 

We were thrilled this year to partner 

with Victoria’s Victory Foundation and 

the New England 65 Plus Runners 

Club for the race, which returned in 

person for 2021. We are also grateful 

for the sponsorship of Sprague 

Operating Resources, Northeast Dermatology Associates, People’s United 

Bank, Oyster River Running Company, Appledore Real Estate, Northeast 

Great Bay 5K
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Delta Dental, Durham-Great Bay Rotary 

Club, D.F. Richard, Coca-Cola Bottling 

Company of New England, Points East 

Magazine, Duke Family Chiropractic, and 

The Franklin. Breweries and cideries 

supporting the race were Empty Pint 

Brewing Company, Liars Bench Beer 

Co., North Country Hard Cider, Sawbelly 

Brewing, Tilton Brothers Brewing, Tributary 

Brewing Co., and Deciduous Brewing 

Company. We thank everyone who donated, walked, ran, volunteered, and 

otherwise helped make the race a great success!
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